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Installation Instructions for Catalog Number
5551B-2W Ceiling or Wall Mounted Cone Speaker

DESCRIPTION

The Catalog Number 5551B-2W speakers are voice/tone no-
tification appliances designed for indoor ceiling or wall mount-
ing and offer low power consumption, multi-watt power se-
lection, and high sound level output.  They are primarily in-
tended for use with the 5535B Remote Amplifier.

This product is UL listed in accordance with the latest edition
of NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code.

Refer to Table 1 and Figure 1 for speaker specifications.

INSTALLATION

WARNINGS

To reduce the risk of shock, always disconnect all
power before handling the unit.

This device will not operate without electrical power.
As fires frequently cause power interruptions, discuss
further safeguards with your local fire protection
specialist.

CAUTIONS

Electrical supervision requires wire run to be broken
at each device

To reduce the risk of shock, do not attempt to repair
the unit.  Contact supplier for replacement.

1. Select a mounting method as detailed in Figure 1.

2. Install electrical box using suitable hardware.

3. Bring installation wiring into electrical box from a
compatible control panel that provides 70V RMS.  Ground
in accordance with local codes and regulations.

4. Obtain desired sound level power tap information from
Table 1.  Connect positive audio wire for the intended
speaker output to the appropriate terminal located on the
back of the speaker unit (Figures 2 and 3).  Connect
negative audio output wire to terminal marked "C."  Do
not loop signal circuit field wires around terminals.

5. When connections are complete, position the speaker
assembly onto the electrical box and align the holes on
the electrical box with the speaker mounting holes (Figure
1).  Secure the unit onto the electrical box using the #8-
32 X 1 1/2" (38 mm) truss head screws provided.

6. Insert the two cap plugs into the unused mounting holes.

7. Apply power and activate the speaker unit to verify that
it is operating properly.

MAINTENANCE

Perform regularly scheduled testing at least twice a year or
more often as dictated by the local authority having jurisdic-
tion.

Figure 1.  Mounting the 5551B-2W Cone Speaker



Catalog Number Input Voltage
Sound Pressure Level at 10 feet (3.05 m) in a reverberant room 

using 400-4,000 Hz band limited pink noise per UL 1480.
.25W .5W 1.0W 2.0W

5551B-2W* 70V RMS 81 dBA 84 dBA 87 dBA 90 dBA

*The 5551B-2W cone speaker is supplied with a white baffle.
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Figure 2.  Terminal Block

Figure 3.  Wiring Diagram for Speaker Unit

Table 1.  Sound Output Specifications


